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Issue 21                           27th – 3rd March 2023   
 

Eaglet News 

Messages 

Hair Styles 

Please can we remind you that if your child’s hair is long enough to tie back, it 

should be. This is to ensure the child is ready for learning with a practical hair style.  

Arriving to School  

Our school day starts at 8.55am and so please ensure you arrive into the 

playground between 8:45 – 8:55am. We have several children arriving late, having 

to enter the office in the mornings. This can be really disruptive to your child’s 

school day and wellbeing as our morning routines have already begun.   

 

 

Early Years have been busy in their maths learning this week and it’s 

been great to see so many of our pupils applying their knowledge and 

challenging themselves throughout their free flow.  

 

In Nursery, the children have been further exploring 

numbers to five. They have been matching a 

quanitiy to a number with different manipulatives, 

learning how to share objects into equal groups and 

solving simple mathematical problems with numbers 

to five.  

 

In Reception they have been learning 

to count in 2s and 10s. They have 

been applying their knowledge to tell 

mathematical stories and count 

larger quantities with confidence, 

whilst recognising the patterns within 

number.   
  

 

Thursday 

9th March  

World Book Day – 

letter with 

information 

 

 
 

Congratulations to our 

Stars of the Week 

Nursery – Liberty  

 

 

RE – Nina  

 

 

RM – Emily  
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Reception 

This week  

This week we learnt about plants. We explored what a plant needs to 

grow, completing a science experiment to see if our predictions are 

correct, and learnt the purpose of each part of the plant.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next Week  

Personal, Social and Emotional Development  

We will be focusing our learning this week on the Zones of Regulation. We 

will explore what it feels like to be in each zone (red, yellow, green and 

blue), and develop our own tool kits to regulate our emotions. 

Communication, Language and English  

On World Book Day, we will be sharing the vocabulary word we have 

dressed up as and create a class word bank to use within our learning. We 

will be completing a draw along activity from a story book and creating a 

piece of art for our school library. In Phonics we will be reviewing all taught 

sounds and HRSW.  

Physical Development  

We will be understanding the importance of moving our bodies as a tool to 

regulate our emotions.  

Mathematics 

We will be learning how to use our knowledge of counting in 2s, 5s and 10s 

to create equal groups and solve simple mathematical problems.  

Religious Education  

We will be exploring the story of Jesus in the Garden.  
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Nursery 

This Week 

This week in Nursery, we have been learning how to name the different 

parts of a plant and planted our own seeds to see what happens.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next Week  

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development  

 This week we are focusing on self – regulation as the children work to 

identify how they feel throughout the day using colours from the Zones of 

Regulation. We will be giving them a toolkit to help get them on green and 

ready to learn if they need help.  

Communication, Language and English  

We will be reading books focused on the Earth, continuing to think about 

how things grow and how this can help the Earth. In phonics we will learn 

the sounds u and r.  

Physical Development  

We will be learning physical activities that they can place in their toolkit for 

when they are feeling blue and want to go back to green.  

Mathematics 

We will explore length focusing on the vocabulary long, short and 

compare. 

Expressive Art and Design  

We will be using a range of materials to make models of the Earth. 
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JUST GIVING FUNDRAISING  

As you have seen in the news, a series of devastating 

earthquakes on Feb 6th obliterated 10 cities in South Eastern 

Turkey and caused damage in the Aleppo region in Syria 

For monetary aid, we have chosen to support donations 

through Turkey Mozaik Foundation which is a UK-registered 

charity that gives grants to grassroots organisations in Turkey. 

Mrs Celikcan works for this organization and trusts its 

transparency and accountability. The organisation is currently 

working closely with local partners on the ground in Turkey, 

and grants from the Fund will be distributed to carefully 

selected organisations in multiple cycles targeting first 

emergency short-term needs and subsequently medium and 

longer-term needs for maximum impact. 

You can make donations through: 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/st-john-s-walham-

green-cofe-primary-school 

 

(www.turkeymozaik.org.uk Registered in England & Wales, 

registration no: 1174968) 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/st-john-s-walham-green-cofe-primary-school
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/st-john-s-walham-green-cofe-primary-school

